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Abstract 
\iVe compare tlw percoivecl segregation of olement-arra.ngcment patterns 1 which 
are composed of two types of squan•s arranged in vertical stripes in tJw top and 
bottom regions and in a checkerboard in the middle region. 'l'he sqnares in a. pat-
tern arc either equal in lumina.nce and diffc!ring in hue or equal in hue and differing 
in lumina.ncr'. Perceived segregation of squan•s differing in hur' is not predicted by 
their rated similarity, but rather by tlw squa.re-root of the sum of the squares of 
the diffcrl'nces in the outputs oftlw L-M a.nd L+Ivl-S opponent channels. Adapta-
tion to the background lurnina.nce aJfects judgml'nts of perceived segregation but 
does not affect judgments of perceived similarity. For a given ba.ckground lunli-
n<-lnC-t\ perceived segrega.tion is a linea.r function of cone contrasts. Perceived Jnw 
similarity is instead a lilwa.r function of cone c:rcilalions across the background 
huninancl)S. High and low luminance ba.c·.kgrounds clcerease the percdved segrega.-
t.ion of pa.ttr>rns differing in lumina.nce. A high luminance achromatic background 
decreases the perceived segregation of patterns differing in hue but a lo\v lumi-
nance achromatic background does 1101:. T'he results indi<:a.tr• that the adaptation 
luminance affects t.lw contribution of lumina.nce differences between the two types 
of squares to perceived segregation br1t not the contribution of hue diffeH'nces. 
For element-arrangement patterns eornposecl of squa.n~s of equa.l luminance that 
diff'er in hue, perceivt~d segn~ga.tion is a.0sociated with difi'orellc.es in the pcrcdvcd 
brightness of the hues. 'J'he resull.s are consistent with the findings that the per-
ceived segregation in elcment-;-t,rrangcment patterns is primarily a function of the 
early visual mechanisms that. encode pat.tern difl'r:rcnces prior to tlw specification 
of the J(mns of t.lH• squares and their properties. 
Key VJOT'ILs: ':J:cxturc segregation, Spatial-frequency channels, filtering, grouping, chro-
nmtic. cortical mcdmnisrns 
Rnnning head: Texture segregation in chromatic pattc'rns 
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INTRODUCTION 
An clemmt-arrangement pattern is compo;;ed of two types of clements arranged in 
alternating vertical stripes in the top and bottom regions and in a checkerboard pat-
tern in the middle region (Figure 1). Perceived segregation of an element-arrangement 
pattern is defined as the immecliatc pcn:eption of three regions. Texture segregation 
may he mediated either by a contour-detection system, which responds preferential· 
ly to the pattern of stimulation at the abutting edge of two texture regions, or by 
prcattcntivc grouping proccssco, which lump coherent. texture patterns into regions. 
The eon tour sy;;tem thu;; ocgregater; regions by means of bo1mclaries, even though the 
features eomposing the regions may be sirnilar and might not by thernselves cause the 
regions to oegregatc (Beck, 1983). Prcattentivc grouping proce:s:;es, on the other hand, 
segregate regions because similar features arc: grouped into unifonn regions of texture; 
where clements with disoimilar features arc juxtapor;ed, texture bmmclaries result. The 
prcoent experiments arc part of a prognnnatie investigation of how the variablco of lu-
minance, brightness, hue, and saturation affect the contour syr;tem and preatt.cntivc 
grouping processes in producing texture segregation in chromatic patterns. Spec:ifi-
c:ally, they arc designed to discover to what extent. mechanisms that control texture 
r;egrcgat.ion for achromatic patterns also operate for chrmna.tic patterns, and to what 
extent additional mcehanisr.ns an; implicatecl. \Vc report. experiments on the perceived 
segregation of element arrangcrnent patterns composed of squares that arc either equal 
in luminance and differing in hue or equal in hue and differing in luminance. A brief 
review of past. rcscarc:h is prcr;entecl to provide eontcxt for the experiments reported. 
Ach:rom.atic Elcrncnt-A 7..,-arl.ge-m.cnt r nttcn1.s 
Researc:h with achrornatic: c:lc:ment-arrangcnlcnt patterns indicates that the infor-
mation for texture segregation takc;s place at a level of representation preceding t.lw 
spc;cification of individual scpmrcs and their pcn:cptua1 qualities. Firr;t, texture seg-
regation in element-arrangement patterns is not a direct function of the lightness 
differences of the squarer; (Beck, Graham, & Sutter, 1991). Perceived segregation is 
otrong even with a small lightness difFerence between the square;; when the lnrniwJnc:es 
of the scpmres arc dose to the ba.c:kgrouncl luminance. On t.lw other hand, pc~rc:cived 
segregation is weak or fails to occ:ur even with a larg;c: lightness cliffcrenc:e between 
the squares when the: luminances of the scptares are far from the background lurni-
nanc:c. Sec:ond, texture segregation is not impaired by contour rnisa1ignmcnt. (spatial 
phase) . .J nclgmcmts of perc:civccl oc:grcgation arc the same when the elements c:ompos· 
ing an clement-arrangc:rncnt pattern were aligned squares, misa.lignc:cl sqmtres, circ:lcs 
or blobs (Bec:k, 1993). Third, texture r;cgrcgation in an clcrnent.-arrangemcnt pattern 
failo to scale. Proportionally rc:cluc:ing the overall si7-e of a pattern increases perc:civccl 
segregation np to the point whew the: funclmncnta1 spa.tia1-frecpwncy of a pattern is at 
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Figure 1: An illustration of an dement-arrangement pattern. The squares in a pattern 
were either equal in luminance and cliifercd in hue or equal in !me and differed in 
l11rninanec. 
the peak of the eontrast sensitivity function approximately 4 cycles per degree. Pat-
tcms with higher or lower spatial frequencies arc pcrccivc;d to segregate less strongly 
(Sutter, Beck, & Graham, 1989). 
A prcva.lent view is that rnuch of texture c;egrcgation can be explained by diifcrenecs 
in the spatial-frequency content of tcxtmc regions (Bergen & Landy, 1991; Graham, 
Beck, & Sutter, 1992; IV!alik & Perona, 1990; Nothdmft, Hl90; Sutter eta!., 1989). For 
achromatic: dcnwnt.-arrangenwnt patterns, Sutter ct. al. (Hl89) showed that t.ext.nre 
segregation is primarily mediated by the outputs of the large rcecptivc fields that 
arc sensitive to the fundmnental spat.ial-frccpwney of a. texture~ pattern (the distanec 
between two eolumns of the sa.rne type of squares). These reecptive fields matdr the 
period of the pattern and signal the cliifc~renees in the overall pattern of lmninanc:c 
in the striped and checkerboard regions. In the striped region ehangcs of overall 
luminanec ocem in the horizontal clircet.ion, strongly stimulating vertically oriented 
receptive fields ancl in the checkerboard region changes of overallluminanec oceur in a 
clirc~ction 45 clc~grccs from horizontal strongly stirnulating obliquely oricntcdrcc:eptivc 
fields (sec Figure 2). Sutter ct. a!. (1989) proposed that the diffcrcnc:cs in the outputs of 
these receptive f-ielcls arc usee! by the visual system to establish boundaries separating 
the regions of the pattern. 
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Figure 2: An illustration of how responses of cells with oriented receptive fields may 
account for clement-arrangement segregation. Top: exeitatory and inhibitory lobe:; 
of an even synnnetric operator. Bottom. left: large vertic.al receptive Hdcls n'spond 
strongly to the vcrtieal columns of squares in the striped region. Bottom. ·riqht: large 
oblique receptive fields respond strongly to the diagonal columns of squares in the 
checkerboard region. (Adapted from Pcssoa ct al., (1996), with permission.) 
The large receptive fields that arc primarily responsible for perceived segregation 
do not have the right propertic;; to ;;igm1l the lightnc;;s of the sc1uares, beeause they 
average lightne0s over several squares. Thus perceived segregation \voulcl not be ex-
pec:tcd to be a simple function of the lightne;;;; differClJCeo of the square;;. Sirnilarly, 
large reeeptivc fields would also not he expected to be ;;ensitive to edge alip;mnent. Per 
ecived segregation would therefore not be impaired by the misalignment of the squares. 
Perceived oegregation would abo not he expec:tccl to seale, since perceived segregation 
is a function of the vi;;ual sy0tem's sensitivity to the fnmlamental 0patial frequency. 
Proportiona1ly reducing the overall size of a pattern would increase perceived segre·· 
gation up to the point where tlre funclamcntal spatial-frequency of a pattern is at the 
peak of the contrast sensitivity function. 
The data of Sutter et al. (1989) also indicate that the perceived segregation in an 
dcrnent-arrangcrnent. pattern is rnininml when the area x c:ontra;;t of large and ;;rnall 
sc1m.rre;; were equal. The area x contrast of the large and small scprarc:; is the same 
when the greater area of the large square is compensated for by the higher contrast of 
the srnall square. Squarc~s that have the sanw area x contrast produce the same output 
at the funclarnental frequency of the pattem, i.e., the frequency which the excitatory 
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region of a receptive field falls on one column of scpw.res (e.g., the high lurninance 
ones), the inhibitory region of the receptive field falls on the adjacent column of (low 
lurninance) ;;quares. Although the contrast ratio the ratio of the contrasts of the 
two square types with the background at which the minimum perceived segregation 
occurs is correetly predicted by the outputs of o;imple cell-like rneehanisms, the arnount 
of segregation at this minimum i;; incorrectly predicted. The amount of perceived 
segregation depends also on the difference in the siY-cs of the squares. ·when the area 
x contrast of the large and small squares is equated, perceived segregation is greater 
as the siY-c difference between the large and small squares increased. One way of 
accounting for this discrepancy is by a more complicated spatial frequency model in 
which the initial linear filtering; is followed by a rectification and a second filtering at 
a lower spatial frecptenc:y (Sutter ct al., 1989). 
Graham et al. (1992) showed that texture segregation in clemcmt-arrangcment pat-
term; can not be explained in terms of solely linear operations, and the application of 
spatial frequency analyo;is to texture segregation involve:; at least two nonlinearities. 
One nonlinearity is an intensity dependent nonlinearity which can be accounted for by 
either scn:;ory adaptation occurring before the charmds or by a compressive intracor-
tical interaction a.rnong neuronal responses which nonrra1izes the responses (Graham, 
1994; Grossberg & IVIingolla, 1985). The second norrlincmrity is a rectification-like non-
linearity that. is like that presurnecl to occnr in complex cells (Gralmrn, 1994; Gro:;sberg 
& J\llingolla, 1985; PraY-clny, 1983; Shapley & Gordon, 1985; Spitzer & Hochstein, 1985). 
Chnml,at?:c Elcnumi-ATrnnqcrncni P a.ttcn/,1 
Beck (1994) and Pessoa, Beck, and J\IIingolla (HlOG) investigated the perceived 
segregation of equal-luminance clement-arrangement patterns composed of :;quare:; 
diffc:ring in hue\ The perceived segregation of chromatic dcrncnt-arraugcmcnt pat-
terns difFering in the hues of the s<p.tarc::; difFered in two important rc:;pcc:ts from 
the pcrc:eivcd segregation of achromatic: clement-arrangement pattern:; differing in the 
lurnimmccs of the' :;quare:;. For clcment-arrangcmc.nt patterns c:ompo:;ccl of iiC[Uares 
differing in luminance, perceived segregation was greatest when the backp;round ln-
minanee was between the lurninances of the squares. vVhen the squares c:onrpooing 
an clement-arrangement pattern differed in their sign of c:ontrast, pereeived scgrc:ga-
tion was strong and deereascd only when tlw background luminance was very dose 
to the lmninanecs of the ficJuares (Beck, Sutter, & Ivry, 1987). Pcreeivccl segregation 
deereased as the background luminance was raisecl above the luminance of the high·· 
c~r lmninancc: scpmrc: or lowered below the luminance of the lower luminance sc1m1re. 1 
Elemcnt-arrangerncnt patterns ccnnposccl of squares differing in hue differed in both 
respects. First, the effect of haekgrouncllurninance is asymmetric:. Unlike with achro-
matic clcrncnt-arrangement patterns, perceived segregation was strong with low lu-
minance backgrounclo. A high luminance background decreases pcreeivccl segregation 
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but a low luminance background does not decrease perceived segregation. Second, per-
ceived segregation was also not greatest. when the luminanee of the baekground was 
between the luminaneeo of the squares. Perceived segregation was a negatively deercas-
ing function of the background luminance. It is important to note that the squares 
composing an element-arrangement pattern do not have to be of ccpw.llurninanee for 
perceived segregation to be diminished by a high intenoi ty backgrouncl. Pesooa ct al. 
(1996) found that perceived segregation tended to decrease with increasing lmninance 
of the interspaccs when the oquares composing an element-arrangement. pattern were 
not. of equal luminance. Perceived segregation varied approximately inversely with the 
ratio of the background luminance to the higher lurninance square. Pcsooa et. al. (Hl06) 
also found that perceived segregation was approximately constant for constant ratios of 
interspace luminance to square luminance. Stereoscopic cues that caused the ~;quare~; 
composing the clement-arrangement pa.ttc.rn t.o be seen in front. of the interspac:cs clicl 
not appreciably improve perc:civccl :;cgrcgation with high luminance intcrspa.c:es. A:; in 
the case of achromatic: clernent-arrangement pattern~;, these re~;ults ~;ugge~;t that the 
explanation of the perceived segregation of c·hrornatic clement-arrangement patterns 
should be in terms of early visual processes, such as mechanisms sen~;it.ive to cone 
c:ont.rast.c;. 
EXPERIMENTS 
Four cxperirncnt~; investigate the perceived segregation of clement-arrangement pat.·· 
terns differing in hne. Experiments 1 ancl 2 ohow that perceived ~;egrcgat.ion of chro-
matic clement-arrangement patten1o io not. a function of hnc similarity, hut rn.thcr of 
cone c:ontra~;ts ancl Uw outputs of the opponent proc:ciiiiCii. Experiment :3 comparee! 
the pcrc:civecl segregation for clement-arrangement patterns differing in lmninanc:c with 
the perceived ~;cgregation of clement-arrangement pattenrii differing in hue. As men· 
tionc<l above, the pcrc:civc'<l segregation of clcmcnt-arrangcrnent pattern~; differing in 
lmnimurc:c is clecrcascd by both a high ancl low lurninanc:c backgrouncb. In contrast, 
the perceived ~;cgrcgation of clement-arrangement pa.ttcnTii differing in lmc is clccreasecl 
by a high luminance baekgmuncl but not by a low lmninanee baekgrouncl. The ex .. 
perirnent suggmts tlmt adaptation to the background luminance does not affect hue 
discrimination. Expcrirnent. 4 examined perceived ~;cgrcgation in elcment··arrangement 
patterns cornposecl of equal lmninancc purple and gra.y oquarcs of increasing lumi-
nanc.c'. The results suggest that perc:civccl segregation was assoeia.tc~d with diffcrenec)s 
in the pcreeivecl brightncos of the hues. 
Experiment 1 
Experiment 1 was designed to investigate how the perceived segregation of drro-
matie dement-arrangement patterns ckpends on hue similarity. 
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Stimuli 
The stimuli were presentee! on the CRT screen of a Silicon Graphics workstation. 
An element-arrangement pattern was compo:;ecl of 15 rows and 15 colunms of equal-
si~e squares. In the top and bottom 5 rows, the two types of squares composing a 
pattern were arranged to form alternating columns. In the center 5 rows the types of 
SC[uarer> were arranged in a checkerboard pattern. A head rest was used at a viewing 
distance of .57 meters. The squares were 10 pixels ( .29 dcg) on a sicle. The lwri~ontal 
and vertical int.crspaccs were 7 pixels (.20 deg). The patterns' fundamental frequency 
was 1 eydc per dq.;rce. The overall patterns subtendccl 7.1 deg. 
Each pattern was cornposecl of a reel sc1uare (x=.607, y=.340) and of a second 
square that differed in hue. The other hues varied in their sirnilari ty to reel and were 
red-orange (RO) (x=.556, y=.377), orange (0) (x=.504,y=.413), yellow (Y) (x=.454, 
y=.451), green (G) (x=.293, y=.569), blue-pmple (BP) (x=.242, y=.118), and pmplc 
(P) (x=.32L y=.l66). The lurninances of the :;quares were 5 ft.-1 2 The backgrounds 
were achromatic (x,=.:300,y=.320)'l with lurninances of .L. 2.5, 10.0 and 20.0 ft.-L. 
P7'occdnr-c 
Seven subjects rated the perceived segregation of the patterns all(] the sirnilaritics 
of the hues on a scale: from 0 to 4 in sc:pa.ratc: sessions. A subject was pwsc:nted with G 
blocks of trials. The first bloek of trials served as a praetiee block and was discardecl. 
lndiviclua1 subject means were based on five ratings of ead1 o;t.imulns. A block of trials 
consisted of one presentation of eaeh of the 24 stimulus patterns (G lme pairs x 4 
lmckground luminances) in a random order. A o;ubjc:et initiated a trial by preo;sing the 
o;pace bar. A trial consio;tecl of a fixation "X" prco;cntcd for 1 second in the center of a 
blank serecn, whose lmninanee was the lmninance of the backgnmncl in the upcoming 
trial. This was followed immediately by a o;timulus display preo;cntecl for 1 o;c:concl. At 
the olfoct. of a stimulno;, a slider wao; prco;cnted on a background of the sarnc luminance 
ao; the immediately preceding trial. 
A o;ubjcct rated perceived o;egrcgation by using a mouse to move a slider in a 
rectangle. As a o;ubject rnovccl the slider frorn the left to t.hc right edge of the rcet.anglc, 
the umnhcrs fmm 0 to 4, appeared below the o;lidcr in .1 inc:remento;. A subject's 
ratiug was rceorclc:cl by hitting the space bar. The subjects wc:re iu:;trnetc:cl to report 
their inrmecliate impression of scgregatiou and told that a rating of 0 rneant that 
there was no segregation between the two regions. A rating of 4 meant that the two 
regions were very clistinct and segregation was "immediate". The int.cnnecliatc ratings 
indicated intcrnwdiat.e pcreept.iono; of segregation from "barely perceptible" to "weak" 
to "rnoderate". In a separate ser>o;ion subjects used the dicier to rate the similarity of 
the hues. A rating of 0 meant. that the two squarco were very dissimilar. A rating 
of 4 meant the two squares were very similar. Tlre :subject was pre:,;entcd with the 
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same 6 blocks of trial:; as in the segregation ratingo. The iitimuli in this experiment 
were presented for 4 seconds instead of 1 second. The subjects were only presented 
the checkcrboa.rcl section (the rnicldlc section) of the clcnrcnt-arrangcmcnt pattern. 
This was clone to prevent the subjects' similarity ratings from being inHuenccd by 
the segregation of the pattern. The similarity ratingii were alwayo made after the 
segregation ratings. 
Snbjects 
Seven subject::; served in the experiment. Three of the ::;ubject::; were the authors. 
Four of the subjects were graduate students who were naive about the purpo::;e of the 
experiment .. All had normal or corrected to normal vi::;ion. 
Re.ndis and Discn88ion 
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Figure 3: i\!lean ::;egrega.tion ratings plotted as a. function of rncmr similarity ra.t.ingo 
in Experiment 1. The hues of the ::;quarcs were reel and green (G), red and yellow 
(Y), red and bluepnrplc (13P), red and orange (0), red and purple (P), and red and 
reel-orange (RO ). 
Figure 3 ploto the rncan of :mbjcets' mean rated scp;rcgntion ns a function of the 
mean of subjects' mean rn.tecl similarity. 13aekgronndluminnnec [F(3, 18) = 24.02,p < 
.01] nne! hues of the squares [F(5,30) = 77.22,p < .(ll] significantly aifcetcd perceived 
segregation. The interaction of t.lrc haekgrounclluminam:c am! the hncs of the sqnarcs 
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was alc;o :;ignificant [F(15, 90) = 6.23, p < .01]. The interaction reflect:; the greater 
effect of background luminance on the perceived segregation of dissimilar hue:; than of 
similar lmes. 
Two questions need to be considered. First., how docs pereeivecl segregation vary 
as a function of the hues of the squares? A:; would be expected there is an overall 
inverse relationship between pereeivecl similarity and perceived segregation. Perceived 
segregation, however, is not a :;imple function of hue :;irnilarity. Perceived segrega-
tion, as in earlier experiments, varied inversely with the luminance of the background 
(Beck, 1994; Pcssoa ct. a!., 1996). 1 Figure G, however, shows that the jmlgments of 
hue sirnila.rity were very similar for the different luminanee baekgronnds. Also, the 
blue-purple and yellow hncs were judged equally similar to the reel hue, bnt the reel 
and blue-purple clement-arrangement patterns segregated more strongly than the reel 
ancl yellow clement-arrangement patterns. Similarly, the purple ancl orange hues were 
judged equally similar to the reel hue, but the red and purple clement.-arrangcmcnt 
patterns segregated more strongly than the red and orange derncnt.-annngement pat·· 
terns. Tnkey tests of the eliffercnees in perceived segregation of the reel and yellow ancl 
reel ancl hlue-pnrplc denH:nt-arrangcment patterns for the black, clark g;rny, and white 
backgrcmnds were significant. (p < .05). Tnkcy tests of the differences in perceived seg-
regation of the. reel ancl purple and red and orange dcment··a.rra.ngcment patterns for 
the black, and clark gray haekgronncls were significant (p < .05). Pereeivccl segregation 
is not. a function only of the jnclgcd similarity of the hues. 
Perceived ;;cgrega.tion of the different. hnc pairs can not. be a funetion of tlw clif-
fcrcnecs in cone responses, since perceived ;oegregation i;o greatly affceted hy the hack-
ground lnrninanee. The cone responses arc the same for the different lmekgronnd 
lnminauec0. The decrease in perceived scp;regation with inercasing lmekgronnd lmni-
mnlec ;ouggcst;; that the relevant variable io eeme~ contrast. Increasing the lmninancc of 
the background would decrea;oc t.lw difference between the corw contrasts of the two 
hnc0 in a.n elenlCnt-arrangenwnt pa.ttcrn. \~7e cx~nuined 1:vhetlwr pcrc.cived sc:greg<k 
bon of the different hue pa.ir;; can be explained by cO! H) contra;;t.;;. The long (L-eone), 
miclelle (M··Corte), and short··wavelcngth (S-cone) re;oponse;o were cstinmtecl from the 
measnrecllurninanecs and chromaticity coordinates of the lmm (Cole & Hirw, 1992). 
For the L-eone, the cone contrast i;;: 
(1) 
The L-eone contrast (L,.) i;; the cliiferencc between the L-eone rc;oponscs to the :;quarcs 
(L,) and to the background (L,) divided by the L-eone response to the lmc:kgrouncl 
( L&). Cone contrasts for the M and S-cones arc cakulatcd analogously. 
\Vc explored a rmmber of equation;; and found that. perceived segregation of the hue 
pair;o is prc:elic:t.cd best. by tlw sqnare--root of the sum of the se!lmrcs of the differences 
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in the outputs of the L-IVI opponent channel and of the L+i'd-S opponent channel. 
V[(L,,.- M,,)- (L,, - j\{, )]2 + [(L,, + M,,.- kS,,)- (Lc, + M,,,- kS,,,)J2 (2) 
L,,., j\1,,, and S,.,. arc the cone contrasts of the L, M, and S-cones to the reel hue. 
Lc,, J\1c,., and S,, are the cone contrasts for L, M, and S-cones to the variable second 
hue. The first term in the equation squares the difference in the outputs of the L-M 
opponent channel of the two hues. The second term is an analogous calculation for 
the L+M-S opponent channeL The S-cone is usually weighted less than the L and 
M-cones in modeling pattern vision (Tansley & Boynton, 1978). \Ve examined values 
of k from .1 to 1 and found that a value of k = .25 gave the best fit to onr data. 
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Figure 4: IVIcan and prcclictccl segregation rating;; a;; a function of the lmckground 
luminance and the hues of the ;;quare;; for k = .25 in Experirncnt l. The backgrounds 
were black (.1 ft.-L.), clark gray (2.5 ft.-L.), light gray (10 ft.-L.), and white (20 ft.-L.). 
The hues of the scprares were red and green (G), reel ancl yellow (Y), red ancl hlue--
pnrplc (BP), reel and orange (0), reel and purple (P), and red and reel-orange (I\0). 
A value of k: = .25 produced the best fit to the data in Experiment 1 (sec text). 
Light adaptation affects chromatic cliscriminahility in complex ways which Equa-
tions 1 ancl 2 do not take into account (Kaiser & Boynton, 19GG). vVc, therefore, 
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Fip;nre G: Mean aucl prcdieted scp;regation rating:; as a funetion of the lmckp;round 
luminance and tlw hues of the c;quares for k = .13 in Experiment 1. The baekp;ronnds 
were black (.1 ft.-1.), clark gray (2.5 ft. L.), light gray (10.0 ft. 1.), awl white (20.0 
ft.-L.). The hues of the squares were reel and ,e;reen (G), red and yellow (Y), red and 
blue-purple (BP), red and orange (0), red and pnrple (P), and red and redonmge 
(I\0). A valne of k c~ .13 procluced the best fit to the data in both Expc:rinwnts 1 awl 
2 (sec text). 
correlated the predictecl segregation values from Equation 2 with the rncan rated seg-
regation values separately for each of the backgrounds. The proportion of the variance 
a.c·countccl for by linear correlation (r2 ) is .89, .9'1, .88, and .96 for the black, clark gray, 
light gray, and white backgrounds respectively. Linear transformations were appliecl 
to bring the prcclic.tcd segn~ga,tions into the sa.n1e n_l,np;c HS onr rated segregations. Fig-, 
nre 4 shows the mean and predicted segregation ratings for the four backgrounds for 
k = .25. A value of k = .13 gave the best iits to the data in both Experiments 1 aml 2. 
For a value of/.:= .13, the r2 values arc .7L .74, .89, and .78 for the black, clark gray, 
light gray, and white backgrounds respectively. Figure 5 shows the mean and prcclictccl 
segregation ratings for the four baekground lmninances for E = .13. It is of interest 
to note that the square- root of the sum of the squares of the diifcrcnecs in the L-·, !'vi-, 
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and S- cone contrasts fails to account for the perceived segregation. The proportion of 
the variance accounted for by linear correlation is .40, .41, .26, and .46 for the black, 
clark gray, light gray, and white backgrounds respectively. Changing the weigh to of the 
S-cone difference did not strikingly alter the proportion of the variance accounted for. 
It. shonld also be noted that the prcdietccl segregation of the purple and blue-purple 
clement-arrangement patterns tended to undcrcstirna.te the perceived segregation (sec 
Fignrcs 4 and 5 ). A possible explanation is the greater perceived brightness of the 
purple and blue-purple hue. Purple and blue-purple hues generally tend to be seen as 
brighter than other equilmninant hues. We investigate this possibility in Experiment. 4. 
Second, why does perceived segregation decrease with increased background lu-
minance? The decrease in perceived segregation is qualitatively in accord with the 
differences in eone contrast. The differences in the 1-, J\11-, and S- eonc contrast:; of the 
two hues in an elemcnt.-anangement pattern decrease as the hackgrounclluminancc in-
c:rcaser;. However, Equation 2 fails to quantitatively describe the decrease in perceived 
ocgregat.ion with increased lmckground lmninance. The proportion of the variance ac-
counted for by linear conelation of the prcdic:tecl r;egrega.t.ions from Equation 2 with the 
nwa.n segregation judgments for the 24 :;timuli across the four background luminances 
was .26 for k = .25 and .23 for k = .13 The conelation can be improved by taking into 
account that the .17 ft.-1. background luminance probably docs not. fall within the 
range in which vVeber's law holds. A constant i:; often added to the denominator of 
the \Veber frac:tion to account for the cletecticm of luminanc:e incremento at low lumi-
nance levels (Helmholtz, 1962). The correlation between the mean rated segrc'gations 
ancl the predictions from Equation 2 is improved by adding a comtant of ..4 to the 
denominator in calc:ula.ting the cone contrasts for the .17lnminancc backgroundD The 
proportion of variance accounted for by a linear correlation between the preclictccl and 
mean segregation ratings is .53 for a k = .25 and .47 for a k = .13. 
The mean similarity rating:; of the hue:; are shown in Fignre G. (The spacing on the 
x-axis is arbitrary.) As cxpectecl, the hum of the S<juarc:; significantly aifcc:ted the juclg-
nwnt.s of perceived similarity [F(5,30) = 107.58,p < .01]. A:; rncntioncd earlier, the 
fiimilarity ratings of the hues were not afFected by the backgrouncllumina.nce and were 
similar [F(3, 18) = .25,p > .85]. We examinee! whether pcrc:eivecl :;imilarity is pre-
dicted by the square-root. of the clitl'ercnces in the outputs of the 1-J'd ancl the 1-j-J\!I.-S 
opponent channels. The relevant variable for predicting hue oirnilaritics from Equation 
2 is the cone rcspon:;c ancl not the cone contrast, sinee the hac:kgrouucllmninance clicl 
not. affect. the judgments of !me sirnilarit.y. For the hues in the cxpcrirncut, the S-eonc 
n'sponsc is vc~ry small and the predictions did not vary appreciably with the value 
of k. Small caleulatecl values in Ecpmt.ion 2 represent high !me sirnila.rity, while large 
c:akulatccl values represent. low hue similarity. The r 2 value of the predicted sirnilarity 
and the judged similarity ratings is .94 for the 24 stimuli across the fom background 
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Figure G: l'dcan similarity ratings a;; a fnnc.tion of backgronnd lnminancc and the hue;; 
of the St[unrcs in Experiment l. The hue;; of tlw sqnarcs were reel and green (G), red 
and yellow (Y), red and blue-purple (l3P), red and orange (0), reel and purple (P), 
and red and red-orange' (HO). 
lurninancc;;. Linear transfonnations were nscd to bring the predicted similaritie;; into 
the :;amc ranr~c as the rated similarities. Figure 7 show;; the mean similarity rating:; 
and the predietcd ;;imilaritics for the four background luminances for /;; = .13. The 
results indicate that perceived segregation is a function of cone contrasts whereas hue 
similarity is a function of cone response;;. 
Experiment 2 
Experiment :2 also investigated how hue similarity alfects the perceived scgrcga·· 
tion of chromatic clcmcnt-arrangerncnt patterns. l3luc was not included in the lmcs 
presentee! in Expcrirncnt 1 because a lmninancc of 5 ft.-L. conld not be adricvccl with 
blue. In Experiment 2 one set of squares in a pattern was always blue. The hue of the 
second set of squares varied in their sirnilarity to hlm:. 
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Figure 7: Mean and predieted ;;imilarity ratings as a funetion of the backgronwllu-
minn.rwc: and the' hues of the squares for /,; = .13 in Experiment 1. The baekgrouwls 
were blaek (.1 ft.-1.), clark gray (2.G ft.·1.), light grny (10.0 ft.-L.), and white (20.0 
ft.-L.). The hue's of the se1uares were red and green (G), reel and yellow (Y), red and 
blue-purple (BP), recl ancl orange (0). red and purple (P), and red and reel-orange 
(I\0) (oee text). 
Stim.'tdi nnrl I''l'Occrlnrc 
The stirnuli were presented on the CI\T ;;crc:cn of a Silicon Graphies workotation. 
The pattern climcnsions wc:re the sarnc as in Experiment l. Eaeh pattern was eom-
posed of a blue square (x=.145, y=.060) and of a second square that diJFcrcd in hue. 
The lmes of the sceond square vnriccl in their sirnilarity to blue and were blue-purple 
(BP) (x=.101. y=.180), purple (P) (x=.307, y=.161), red (R) (x=.592, y=.337), or-
ange (0) (x=.499, y=.402), green (G) (x=.292, y=.550), and blue green (BG) (x=.216, 
y=.299). Tlw luminanecs of the ;;qnarcs were 2.1 ft.-1. The baekgronncls were aehro-
matie (x=.300,y=.320}'1 with lnminanecs of .2, 1.1, 4.4 and 10.4 ft.-L. A subject was 
prcscntcxl with 24 stimulus pattcms ( 6 hue pairs x 4 backgronncl lnminanc:c:s). The 
procedure' for rating segregation and similarity was the same as in Experiment 1. 
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Snbject8 
Seven subject;o served in the experiment. One of the authors (S.O.) servet.l as a 
subject. Six subjects were graduate students who were naive about the purpo;oc of the 
experiment. Five of the subjects were the same as in Experiment 1. All had normal 
or corrected to normal vision. 
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Figure 8: lVlea11 segregation ratings plotted as a function of mean similarity ratings 
for Expcrimc11t. 2. The hues of the squares were blue ancl red (JJ), blue and orange 
(0), blue and pmplc (P), blue a11cl green (G), blue and blue-gret'n (BG), and blue and 
blue-pmplc (BP). 
Figure 8 plots the mean of subjects' mca.11 ratings of segregation as a function of 
the 1nean of subjeet.s' rncan ratings of similarity. Baekgrmmtlluminanec [F'(3, 18) = 
38.G5,p < .Cll] antllmes of the scpmn•s [F'(5, :JO) = G5.51,p < .01] signifieantly afFcct.ccl 
pcn:eivccl segregation. The interaction of the background luminance ant! the hues of 
the squares was also :oignif-icant [F'(15, 90) =, 7.G4,p < .01]. The interaetio11 rdleets 
the greater dfcct of backgronncllnminanc:c on the pcrecivccl segregation of dissimilar 
hues than of :oirnilar hues. For a given background luminance, there is an overall 
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Fip;ure 9: l'viean similarity rntinp;s as a ftmction of backp;rounclluminancc and tlw hues 
of the sqm1rec; in Experiment 2. The hues of the squares were blue and reel (R), blue 
and onmp;c (0), blue and purple (P), hhw am! p;rcC!l (G), blue and bluc .. p;rccn (BG), 
and blue and bluc .. purple (BP). 
inverse relationship between pcrecivecl similarity and perceived scp;rcp;a.t.ion. Perceived 
scp;rcp;ation, however, is not a simple func:tion of lnw similarity. Fip;urc 8 show:o that 
pcrc:civcd sep;rcp;ation. as in earlier experiments, varied inversely with the lmnimtuec 
of the bac:kp;round. However, the juclp;mcnt:; of lmc similarity as shown in Fip;ure 9 
were similar for the cliffcrent luminanc:c hac:kp;rouncls. Adaptation to the backp;rouncl 
lurninanec affcctccl perceived scp;rcp;ation but did not affect perc:eivecl similarity. 
vVe cxarnined whether perc:eivcd scp;rcp;ation is a function of the cliffercnc:e:o in 
opponent- dmnncl outputs. As in Experiment 1, the lonp;- (L-eone), middle- (!vi-
cone), and short .. wavclenp;th (S-eonc) responses were cstirnal,ccl from the measured 
lmninanccs and ehromaticity coordinates of the hues (Cole & Hinc, 1992). Ecpmtions 
1 ancl 2 were usecl to c:alenlatc the cone contrasts a.ncl the predicted scp;rcp;ations. \Vc 
examined values of/.: from .1 to 1 and fonncl that a value of k = .08 p;avc the best fit to 
our data .. The proportion of the variance: ac:eonntccl for by linear correlation is .93 .. 91, 
.97, ancl .97 for the blaek, dark p;ray, lip;ht p;ray, ancl white lmc.kp;rounclo; rco;pcetivcly. 
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Figure 10: Mean and predicted :;cgrcgation ratings as a function of the backp;ronncl 
lnminancc and the hues of the squares for k = .08 in Experiment 2. The backgrounds 
were black (.2 ft..-L.), clark gray (1.1 ft.-L.), light. gray (4.4 ft.-L.), awl white (10.4 
ft.-L.). The lme:o of the scjtmrcs were blue and red (I\.), hhw ancl orange (0), hhw and 
pmple (P), blne allCl green (G), blue and blue-green (BG), and blue and bhw-pmplc: 
(BP). A value of k c=c .08 produced the best fit to the data in Experiment 2 (sec text). 
Linear tntnsformation:; were applied to bring the prcclictccl segre1~ations into the smnc 
range as the rated segregations. Figure 10 shows the mean ancl prcclictccl segregation 
ratings for the four bac:kground luminances for k = .08. As mentioned earlier, a value 
of k = .13 gave the best fits to the data in both Experirncnts 1 and 2. For a value 
of k = .13, the r 2 values were .77 c .71, .89, and .83 for the black_ clark gray, light 
gray, and white lmckgrounds respectively. Figure 11 shows the mean ancl preclictecl 
segregation ratings for the fcmr background luminances for k = .13. As in Experiment 
1, the square--root of the squares of the differences in the L-, l\11-, a.ncl S- cone contrast 
fai!B to account for the perceived segregation. The r 2 value for k =c .08 is .40, .4:3, 
.75, and .69 for the black, dark gray, light gray, and white lmckgrouncls respectively. 
Equation 2 also again fails to cjna.ntitativcly describe the perceived segregation across 
the four backgrouncllmninanc:es. The r 2 value for the predicted and mean segregation 
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ratings across the four background luminances is .34 for k = .08 and .30 for /;: = .13. 
vVhen a con;;tant of .4 i;; aclclecl to the denominator in calculating the cone eontrast for 
the .17 ft.-1. baekgrouncl, the '1' 2 value between the predicted ancl mean segregation 
ratings is .69 for k = .OS and .61 for k: = .13. 5 
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Fignrc 11: Mean ancl predicted scp;rcgation rating;; as a function of the background 
lmninance and the hue:; of the ;;qm1res for /,: = .13 in Experiment 2. The bac:kgrouncls 
were black (.2 ft.-L.). clark gray (1.1 fi>L.), light gray (4.4 ft.-L.), and white (10.4 
ft.-L.). The !me;; of the ;;qmtre;; were blue and reel (R), blue and orange (0), blne and 
pnrplc (P), blue and green (G), blue and bluc-grc~en (DG), and blue and blue-pnrplc 
(DP). A valne of k = .13 produced the best f-it. to the data in Expcrirncnts 1 and 2 (sec 
text). 
vVe exarninccl whether pcreeivcd ;;imilarity i:; predietecl lJy the squan'-root of the 
differences in the outputs of the 1-i\II and the L+lVI-S opponent c:hanrwls. Since~ the 
lmc:kground luminance did not affect the jnclgrncnts of !me similarity, the relevant 
variable for predicting hue similarities in Equation 2 is cone rc:oponsc and not cone 
contrast. The predictions did not vary appreciably with the value of k. Small cal-
culated values rqJrcscnt high !me similarity. Large calculated value:; represent low 
hue 0imilari ty. The proportion of the variance account eel for by a linear corrclatiou 
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Figure 12: !'dean and predicted similarity ratin1~s as a function of the background 
lmnimulce and the hues of the S(j\H\res fm k o= .13 in Experiment 2. The backgrounds 
were black (.2 ft.-L.), clark gray (1.1 ft.-L.), light gray (4.4 ft .. -L.), and white (10.4 
ft.-L.). The hues of the squares were blue and red (H.), blue ancl orange (0), blue aml 
purple (P), blue and green (G), blue and blue-green (BG), and blue and blue-purple 
(BP) (sec text). 
of the predicted sirnila.rities witl1 the hue clilfercnccs ca.lculatccl frorn the fonnula was 
.02 for the 24 stimuli across the four backgrouncllurnina.ncc:;. Linear transfonnations 
were used to bring the prcclic:t.ccl similarities into the same range n.s the rated simila.ri-
ti<'B. Figure 12 shows tlw mean similarity ratings and the predicted similarities for the 
four background luminances for /;: = .13. Perceived segregation is a function of cone 
contrasts whereas hue similarity is a function of cone responses. 
Experiment 3 
The perceived segregation of ad1romatic clement· arrangement. pattern~; differing 
in lnrninance iii clccrcascd as the background lmninance is decreased hdow the lower 
luminance s<pmre or increased above the higher luminance square (Beck et. aL Hl87; 
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Sutter et a!., 1989). The decrease in the perceived segregation is consi:;tcnt with a 
compressive intcn:;ity nonlinearity that abolishes the differences in the neural respons-
es to the high and low luminance squares differing from the adaptation level set by 
the background luminance (Graham et a!., 1992). The fail me of a low lmninancc 
background to decrease the perceived segregation of dement-arrangement patterns 
differing in hue suggests that acla.ptation to the ba.ekgrouncllmninance does not affect 
the discrimination of !me cliffercnces. However, as shown in Experiments 1 ancl 2, a 
high luminance background which strongly stirnulatcs the L, M, and S eorwo clecreas-
es the differences in the cone contrasts to the huec; of the two squares and decreases 
perceived segregation. Experiment 3 directly cornparcd tlw perceived segregation of 
clement-arrangement patterns differing in lmninance with clement-arrangement pat-
terns differing in hue as a function of the background luminance. 
Stirnnli nnd ProcedrtTC 
The experiment compared the perceived segregation of clement-arrangement pat-
terns composed of reel (x=.601, y=.337) and purple (x=.580, y=.3:30) squares and of 
brighter and darker red ;;quarcs. The backgrounds were achromatic (x=.300,y=.320)'l 
with luminances of .17, 1.2, 2.4, 9.2 and 16.0 ft..··L. The luminances of the red and 
purple squares were 3.8 ft.-L. The lurninancc of the brighter red square in the lurni-
nnncc dement-arrangement pattern was also :3.8 ft.-L. Prior t.o making their segre-
gation juclgrnents, t.hc chromatic and achrornatic clemcnt··arrangenwnt patterns were~ 
preoented on the rnonitor t>idt~ by side. A subject lowered the luminance of the second 
reel stptare on the luminance element-arrangement pattern until its perceived scgrega·· 
tion was equal to the pcrceivecl segregation of the red and purple clement-arrangement 
pattern. The backgrounclluminanceo for tlwt>e judgments was 2.4 ft.··L. Each subject, 
made 5 judgments and the mean of a subject's judgments wa;; u;;ccl in the prescnta,, 
tion:; of the achromatic clcmcnt·arnlngement. patterns for that ;;ubjeet. The luminance 
of the darker red square;; ranged between l.G HllCl 2.4 ft.-1. The clemcnt-arrangerncnt 
pattern;; subtended 1.66 cycles per clcgrec and were viewed from a distance of .9'1 m. 
The S<imlws were 10 pixels on a side (.17 dcg) and t.lw horizontal and vertical inter-
spaces were 7 pixels ( .12 cleg). The overall pattcms ;;ubtcnclccl 4.2 dcg. A subject. 
was presented with 10 stimulus patterns (2 !me pa.irs x 5 background luminances). 
The apparatus, pattern dimcnoions, and the procedure for rating segregation were the 
same as in Experiment l. 
Snbjcct8 
Six subjcet;; served in the cxpcrinwnt. One of the author:; (S.O.) and five graduate 
students who were naive about the purposes of the experinwnt ;;crvecl as subjects. The 
;;ubjeeto were the same as in Expcrirnent 2. All had norma.! or corrected to normal 
V1S1011. 
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Figure 1:.1: Mean segregation rating:; plotted as a function of background lmninanec 
in Expcrinwnt. 3. The hn.ckgrouwlluminancc•s were .17 ft.-L., 1.2 ft.-L., 2.4 ft.--L .. 9.2 
ft.··L .. and 16.0 ft.-L. 
Figtm~ 13 presents the mean segregation judgment:; a:; a function of background 
lurninancc\ The perceived scgn~gation of the reel and purple clerncnt-arrangcment 
patterns dcc:rcascd with increasing lmninanec of the bac·kgrouncl. In contrast, tlw per-
ceived segregation of the red and dark reel clement-arrangement pattern was maximal 
with a backgrounclluminanee of 2.4 ft.-L. and decreased with lower and higher baek 
grounclluminanees. The interaction between the type of clcnwnt-arrangcment pattern 
and the background luminance was significant [F( 4, 20) = 8.22, p < .01]. There was a1-
:;o a :;ignificant quadratic trend for the reel ancl clark-red clement-arrangement patterns 
[F(1, 20) = 19.77,p < .01]. Ecpmtion 2 prediets that pcrecivccl segregation should de-
crease with increasing baekground lumimmce and fail:; to predict the quadratic trend. 
TlH~ proportion of the varianec aeeounl.ecl for by a linear correlation of the pre·-
dietecl segregations from Equation 2 awl the rnean :;egrcgations of the red and pnrplc 
clcmcnt-a.rnmgcmcnt pattern across baekgrounds is .37. The correlation between the 
mean rated segregations and the predictions from Ecpta.tion 2 is improved by adding 
a consta111. of .4 to the denominator in calculating the cone contra:;t:; for the .17 lu· 
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minanec background-'' The 1·2 value i:; then .81. Figure 14 show:; the mean rated 
c;egrcgat,ions and the predicted segregationc; for a value of k = .13 in Equation 2. A 
linear tranc;fonnation was applied to bring the prcdic:ted oegregations into the san1c 
range as the rated segregations. 
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Figure H: Mean ancl prcclictecl segregation ratings of the reel and purple dement-
arrangement pattenu; as a function of backgrouncllnminancc for k ~' . ]:3 in Experiment 
:3. The lmckgroundlmninance:; were .17 ft ... L., 1.2 ft.-L., 2.4 ft.-L., 9.2 ft.-L., and 1G.O 
ft.-L. A constant of .4 was aclclecl to tlw denominator for the .17 ft.-L. lmninancc 
background (sec text). 
Aii in the experiments with achromatic dement-arrangement patterns, perceived 
sc'grcgation for the elcment-arranp;cmcnt patterns composed of brighter ancl darker reel 
squares was greatest whc:n the backgronmlluminance was in between the lurnimmccs of 
the squarec; and dccrca.sccl as the background lurninance both irrncasetl above <.mel clc· 
creased below that of the s<tmrrcc;. "Then the luminance of the bac:kgronnd is between 
tha.t of the squares two distinct populations of cc:ll:i arc stimulatecl hy the brighter 
ancl darker :;quarcs. The squares above the lnmirrancc of the background stimulate on 
c:ells while the squares below the lurninance of the baekgrouncl stirnulatc off cells. The 
decrease in perceived segregation with the increase and dec:rcasc of the background ln-
mimnlcc is c:onsistcnt with the well established finding that lurninanc:c clisc:riminat.ions 
are best when the lmninanccs being diseriminatcd arc dose to the adapting luminance 
level and bccornc worse when the lmninauccs arc further away frorn the adapting 
lmninance level (Craik, 1938). 
The background lmninance controls the adapting luminance and one would expect 
perceived segregation to become worse when the background luminance is far from 
that of the squares. The contrast ratio of the S<iuarcs is one way of quantitatively 
expressing that textme segre,g;ation beeomcs worse when the background luminance 
is raised above or lowerecl below the lmninanccs of the squares. The eontrast. ratio 
(Equation 3) is equal to the luminance of the high contrast. square (L.,,) minus the 
lnrninancc of the background (Lb) cliviclccl by the luminance of the low contrast square 
(L,,) minus the luminance of the background. 
L .. q- Lb 
-~··-··-·~ 
L,,- L~, (3) 
The contrast ratio approaches a value of 1 as the background luminance incrca;;c;; above 
the high lnrninanee square and approaehes the ratio of the luminances of the sqm1rc;; 
ns the background lmninanec tends to "ero. In experiments with achromntic square;; 
cliffering in lnmirmnee, we found that. the contrast. ratio of the squares yields a first-
order approximation to the perceived segregation if the eases when the backgmund 
luminance was in hc~twecn the luminnnces of the square;; were exeluded (l3cck el al., 
1991). The r2 vnluc bctwcxm the mean rat<:cl ;;egrcgations nne! rn·cdictcd segregation:-;, 
cxelucling the in;;tanee in which the background lmninanee was in between. is .00. The 
menn rnted ;;egregaticm;; ancl the segregation;; predicted by the contrast ratio arc shown 
in Figure lG. A linear tran;;fonnation was applied to bring the predictccl scgreg;ntions 
into the sarnc range a;; the rated segregations. 
The results suggest an inclq>enclcncc of hue and huninnncc discrimination consist<'nl 
with the finding;; of Cole, St.romcycr, and Krommer (1000), and lVIullcn awl Losada 
( 1 094). For achromatic clcment-n.rrangemcnt pattcm;;, when the adapting lmninancc i:-; 
distant from the lmninance;; of the squares composing the pattern, the \\Ieber threshold 
for discrirninating luminance differences increase;;. Thus .. black a.ncl white backgrounds 
cleerca.sc the perceived segregation of achrornatic clemcnt-a.rrangernent patterns. For 
chromatic elernent-arra.ngcment patterns, adapting to an adrrornatic luminance distant 
frorn the squares does not increase the vVeber threshold for discriminating a lmc dif-
ference between the S<[uarcs. Thuo, a black background cloc:s not irnpair the perceived 
segregation of an achromatic: clcmcnt-arrangenrent. pattern. A white background, how·· 
ever, decreases the perceived segregation of an clement-arrangement pattern corn posed 
of squares differing in hue. Thi;; is bccau;;e a high luminance background strongly 
st.inmlatcs the L-, .M-, and S-comes. The cone contrasts with a. high lmninance white 
background arc greatly decreased thereby decreasing perceived ;;cgrcgation. 
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Figme 15: l\llcan and preclict.cd segregation ratings of the reel and dark red clement·· 
arrangernent patterns as a function of background luminance: in Expcrin1ent. 3. The 
contrast ratio of the squares was used to generate the prcdict.c,cl segregation ratings. 
The backgrouncllurninancc:s were .17 ft.-L., 1.2 f't.-L., 9.2 ft .. -L., ancll.G.O fi..-L. The 2.4 
ft.-L. lmninancc lmckgrouml was c:xc:luclccl because it falls in lwtwccn tlw luminances 
of the sc1uarc:s (sec text). 
l<:xperiment 4 
In Expcrirncnt 1 the pa.ttcrno with purple square;,; tended to scp;rcgatc more strongly 
than predicted by Equation 2. Orw possibility is that perceived segregation is affected 
by the cliffcrenc:c in the pcrc:civc:cl brightness of the hues. Chromatic: stimuli of ec1mtl 
luminance need not he of eqna.l brightness. The disc:rcpanc:y between lmninanc:c ancl 
brightness is greatest for purple hues (Wyszcc:ki & Stiles, 1982). Expcrirnent tJ. ex-
amined whether perceived bright.neos is assoc:iat.cxl with the perceived segregation of 
chrornatic: clement-arrangement patterns. 
Stinndi nncl Proccrl?hrc 
The clcrnent-arrangcn1ent patterns were composed of gray (x=.294, y=.:302) and 
pnrplc: (x=.309, y=.164) squarcs 0 The lumimn1c:es of the squares were .5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 
and 8.0 ft.··L. The patterns were viewed from a distance of .04 rnctcrs ancl snhtcndcd 
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.83, 1.66 and 3.32 cyde:-; per degree. The :-;quarcs in the patterns measured 20, 10, and 
5 pixels on a side ( .34, . 17, and .08 dcg respectively). The horizontal and vertical edge-
to-edge spacing of the squares were .75 of their :;ides. The background was achrornatic 
with a lnminance .2 ft.-L. (x=.255, y=.255). In a separate :;cssion, subjcets also judged 
the relative bright.nes:-; of the purple and gray squares. An orange square (x=.467, 
y=.436) with a luminance of 2.4 ft..-L. was assigned a value of 100. The sttuarc was 
200 pixels on each side and subt.ended approximately 3.4 deg. The distance of the 
square from the stimulus patterns varied with the :;ize of the stimulus pattern. The 
clement-arrangement patterns subt.endcd approxirnat.cly 8.7, '1.2, and 2.1 dcg. The 
smallest distance wa:; for the large:;t. stimulus pattern and was 3.35 deg. Subject:; were 
instructed to rate the brightnc:;s of the pnrple and gray hues in a stirnulus eli:; play using 
the rnethod of rnagnitude estimation. When rnaking the brightness estimates subjeet.s 
were presented only the middle. checkerboard region of a pattern. The magnitude 
estimations of brightne:;:-; always followed the segregation judgments. 
Re81di8 nnd D'i8W88'ion 
Figme 16 shows the mean segregation ratings as a function of pattern size ( cydeo 
per degree). The main dfeci.s of luminance [F(4,20) = 4.G6,p < .01], cycles per 
degree [F(2, 10) = 63.17,p < .Cll], and the interaction of luminance and cyele:; per 
degree [F(8, t±O) = 3.29, p < .01] were significant. The interaction rcflccto the greater 
dfect of luminance on perceived segregation at. 3.32 cydcs per degree than at. .83 
cydes per degree. Perceived oegregnt.ion inerca:-;cd with dcerca:-;ing pattern size or 
increasing cydm per degree. It is of int.crc:-;t to point. out that a pattem subtcnding 
3.32 cydcs per degree i:; beyond the n.mxinn.11n of the chromatic contrast sensitivity 
function (Mullen, 1985 ). At .83 and 1.66 cycles per degree the luminanecs of the 
sttuares fail to :;ignificantly improve perceived :;egregntion (Tukcy test, (p < .OG)). At 
3.32 cycle:; per degree, perceived segregation signi£icnntly increased between .5 and 2 
ft.··L (Tukey test, (p < .05 )). Equation 2 docs not take cycles per degree into account 
and doco not predict the effect of this variable. The predicted sq~rcgation io tht~ same 
for all three :;calc:;. One poooiblc explanation of the increased perceived segregation 
with increa:-;ecl luminance of the oquare:; at 3.~l2 cycles per degree is that at lower 
spatial frequencies there is inhibition from channels oenoit.ivc to the higher harmonies 
( Graharn ct al., 1992). At the higher spatial fn'qncncic:; the visual sy:;tcm is not 
sensitive to tht~ higher hannonieo, thereby increasing perceived Begrcgation. 
At 3.32 eyclcs per degree, pcrecived segregation was oimilar for luminanees of 2.0, 
4.0, and 8.0 ft..··L. Since the bac.kgrouncl lmninanc.e was con:;tant, increasing the lu-
minances of the sttuarcs inc.rcased cone contrasts. Equation 2 i:-; a func.tion of cone 
contrasts and predicts tlmt perc.eivcd segregation should increase with increasing ln-
Jninanec of the sqnarcs. The mean segregation ratings are not in accord wi t.h this 
prcdietion. The predicted segregations arc shown by the clashed line in Fignrc 17. It 
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Figure 1G: iVIean segrc,g;ation ratingo as a function of pattern size (cycles per degree) 
for Experiment 4. All patterns consi:;tecl of equal lmninant purple and gray o<!Uare:; 
at five luminance level:; (.5 ft.-L., LO ft.-L, 2.0 ft.·-1., 4.0 ft.--1., ami 8.0 ft.--1.) on a 
black lmckground (.2 ft.-L.). 
i:; po:;:;i blc that because of a<laptation to the low luminance lmekground tlH• cones arc 
responding approximately equally to the 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 ft.-1. stimuli. The fonnnla. 
for eak.nlating opporwnt d1anm~l differences docs not take adaptation into acconnt and 
would not reflect cone saturation limiting cone contrast. Figure 18 shows the mean 
magnit\lllc estimations of brightness for the .8:3, 1.66, and 3.:32 cycles per degree stim-
uli. The rnagnitucle estimations of brightness arc consistent with the mean segregation 
ratings in that the brightness judgments increase steeply up to 2.0 ft.-1. The bright-
m;sscs curves for the purple and gray squares can be approximated by two straight 
lines. A steep line from .5 to 2.0 ft..-L. and a second line of shallower slope from 2.0 ft.-1. 
to 8.0 ft.--1. The ohallower olope frorn 2.0 to 8.0 ft.-L. is consi:-;tcnt with the ouggc:otion 
that the cones at these higher lmninances arc approaching saturation and rc:;ponding 
a.pproxirnatcly equally. At equal luminance, the purple squares were judged brighter 
than the gray squares at all spatial scales [F(1,6) = 20.29,p < .01]. The :oinrilarity of 
the brightncso judgments at the three spatial scales [F(2, 12) = .G9,p > .52] indicates 
that brightness <lillcrenees do not explain the effect:; of spatial scale. 
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Figure 17: Mean and prcdictecl :.;cgregation ratings for dement-arrangement patterns 
of 3.32 eyde:.; per degree in Experiment 4. Sinc:c the hac:kgrouncl was always black (.2 
ft.-1.), as the lmnim1.nce of the squares is increased (.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 ft.-L.) the 
c:one contrast and prcclictccl scgreg;ation will increase. This is not in accord with the 
meau segregation ratings which increase up to 2.0 ft.-1. and then level off (sec text). 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Experiment:.; L 2, and :3 indicate that cone contrast:.; are the primary variable 
for determining perceived segregation of chromatic dement-arrangement patterns. A 
hil!;h lmnina.nce background which strongly stimulates the 1, M, allCl S cones decreases 
the differences in the cone responses to the hues of the two squares. Pcssoa ct al. 
( 1996) found that perceived segregation for CC[uiluminant squares was controlle<l by 
the ratio of the interspace lurninance to the hue lurninancc. Equal ratios of intcr;;pace 
lmninance to hue lnmium1ce yielded the same pcrcc~ivcd segrc~gation. Keeping the ratio 
of the interspace luminance to the hue luminance constant kcc•ps the cone contrasts 
constant. 
Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that hue sirnilarity docs not clctcnninc the perceived 
segn~f\ation of d1r01natic clcrnent-arrangement patterns. Pcrccivecl similarity is n:J .. 
atively unafl:'cctccl by the background luminance, but a high lmninancc background 
decreases perceived segrcf\at.ion. Deck et al. (1991) found that population segregation 
is a.pproxima.tr:ly a singlc-va1ucd funetion of the lightness cliffc•rcnce of the squares. In 
population displays a subject judges the extent to which two randomly interspersed 
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Figure 18: The mean magnitude estimations of brightness for the purple ancl gray 
squa.res of the .83, l.GG, and 3.32 cycle;; per <Iegree ;;timuli in Experiment 4. 
;;ubpopula.tions of dements segregate. The reason for the difference between popula-
tion ;;cgrcgation and rq~ion ;;egrcg;ation 1nay be that region :;egrcgation i;; mediated by 
detector;; having large oriented receptive field;; that arc oenoitiv<~ to the fundamental 
;;patial frequency ancl orientation of the texture region, as defined by the arrangcrncnl 
of the ;;qmlrcs (Sutter ct al., 1989). These detectors rnay be conjectured to provide 
information to the contour sy;;tem that construct;; the bo1mdarim that scgregat.c the 
regions of an clcment-a.nangernent pattern. In the population displays there arc no 
bo1mdarics between region;;. The segregation of a population display into light ancl 
clark squares i;; an example of pure ;;imilarity grouping. 'We would, therefore, expect 
population ;;cgrcga.tion to be predicted by hue ;;imilari ty and not by eoll(: eontrasts or 
the output of opponent processes. 
Pe;;soa ct. al. ( 1996) ;;uggcstccl that the n1odificcl Type II blob eell;; reported by 
T;;'o and Gilbert ( 1988) <·oulcl provide au explanation of the a;;ymmctric dFcet of 
background luminanee. A modified Type II cdl has a color--opponent C<'nter and a 
broad-bane! inhibitory surround. If the receptive field size of a cdl eoinciclecl with 
the fundamental frequency of the clcment-anangemcnt pattern, then the center of 
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the receptive field, of an appropriately positioned cell, would receive input from one 
of the chromatic squares and the smround would receive input from the achromatic 
interspa.ccs (sec Figmc 19). This would result in excitation in the center and inhibition 
in the surround. High lurninancc in the smrouncl would inhibit the cello and lead to 
weak segregation. Low luminance in the surround would not inhibit the cells, leaving 
:;egregation strength to be determined hy the responses of the color opponent centers. 
Moclificcl Type II cells a.c:eount for the background dl'eet., hut. their outputs cannot. lead 
clireet.ly to segregation perception, because the cells arc unoriented and respond the 
sanw in all regionr; of tlw pattern. The output:; of the moclificcl Type II eclls must be 
feel into oricntccl eclls for segregation to be detennined. Pe;;soa ct al. (199G) proposed 
that oriented eomplex cell;; pick up the cliffcrences between the vertical and oblique 
arrangc:ments of squares and arc used for determining segregation. vVe have begun to 
simulate eenterjsurrouncl filters with chromatic: scn;;it.ivities that rnoclcl the rc;;ponsc 
of moclificcl Type II eel!;;. The outputs of the complex cell stage of processing agrees 
well with the predictions of Equation 2. An alternative proposal by Grossberg ancl 
Pc:ssoa (1996) uses the mechanism;; of FACADE theory (Gro;;;;bcrg, 1994) to explain 
the asymmetric dfeet of background lmninanc:e on perceived segregation. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
+ Excitatory Center 
Inhibitory Surround 
Fignrc 10: The center of the receptive fidel receives excitation from the chromatic 
oqnarc and the snrronncl receives inhibition from the achromatic interspaces. 
Sutter ct. al. ( 1989) showed that pcrecivccl segregation clocs not scale for achromatic 
clement-arrangement patterns. Segrep;ation improves as the fundamental frc:qncncy of 
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the clerncnt-arrangcment pattern is increased (i.e. as the pattern gets smaller). There-
;;ult.s from Experiment 4 ;;how that this is abo true for chromatic elcrncnt-arrangemcnt 
patterns. This is further evillcncc that the information for the perceived scg;regation of 
an clemcnt-arrangcrncnt pattern is prior to the specification of the squarm; and their 
properties. Perceptual grouping generally sealco, i.e., remains the same if element 
separation to element size remains constant (Golclmcier, 1972). The equation for pre-
dieting segregation with cone contrast (Equation 2) needs to be rnodifiecl to take seale 
into account. Thi,; might be clone by implementing the equation for rnoclifiecl Type II 
cells of many different scales. 
In summary, drromatic cxpcrirnent:; ,;how (a) hue similarity docs not predict t.lrc 
perceived segregation of clenwnt-arrangcment patterns; (b) For a given background 
luminance, opponent channel differences using cone contra:;ts approximately predict. 
the perceived ,;egrcgation of clenwnt-arrangcmcnt patterns cliffcring in hue; (c) oppo-
nent channel llifFerencc:; using cone responses predict the perceived similarities of hues 
across the four background lmnimurces; (d) the ratio of the contrasts of the sqtmrcc; ap-
proximately predict l)(~rccivcd segregation for clement-arrangement patterns differing 
in hnninanee; (c) p(~reeivcd segregation doc~s not seale and in1provcs as the irnagc si:;,c 
of the pattern decreases t.o 3.32 cyclcs/dcg; (f) differences in perceived brightncs:; arc 
associated with differences in perceived :;cgrcga.tion. The:;c rc:;ult:; iniclicate that the 
early visual rncchanisrns that cnco<le pattern difFcn'nccs prirnarily underlie pcrceivccl 
:;egrcgatiorr in clcmcnl:.-anangcmcnt patterns. 
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Footnotes 
1. The critical variable is the luminance of the interspace between the~ squares. The 
lmninanec of the surround afiects ::;cgregation minima.lly (I3eek, 1994; Pcssoa et al., 
1996). 
2. The method of minimally distinct borders was used to determine the isoluminanee 
values of the squares comprising the element-arrangernent stimuli in two preliminary 
experiments. The judged isolmninanee values in these experiments were close to the 
equal luminance values determined by photorneter. Pcssoa et al. (1996) also slrowccl 
that strict isoluminance of the ::;quares was not necessary for the effeets of background 
luminance. Photometer value::; were therefore used to equate the lmninanccs of the 
squares in the experiments reported. 
3. The chromaticity coordinates varied slightly with the lmninance of the background. 
The rneau chromaticity coordinates arc given. 
4. A forced-choice dctcet:ion paradigrn yiclclcd similar result:;. The detection of a 
checkerboard odd tile in a display of striped tiles was easier on a black badq~rouucl 
than a white background (Pc:;:;oa eta!., HJ9G, Expcrirncnts 4 and G). 
5. A constant of .4 yielded the nmxirnum correlation in Experiment :3 and ncar maxi·· 
nmm correlations in Experiments 1 and 2. 
6. The chromaticity coordinate:; varied :;lip;htly with the luminance of the sqnnrcs. 
The mean chrornat.ieity coonlinatc:; arc given. 
